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RT as a measure of  underlying event

leading jet track

𝜑 = 0

Δ𝜑 = 𝜋/3

Δ𝜑 = 2𝜋/3

▪ Underlying event (UE) is the collection of

particles NOT originating from the primary

hard parton-parton scattering or the related

fragmentation

» Directly dependent on the MPI

▪ Particle density in a region transverse to a leading object is sensitive to UE;

the UE as a function of 𝑝T
leading

rises steeply at low 𝑝T
leading

, then reaches a

plateau

▪ This can be used to quantify the UE activity

(and thus MPI) experimentally

𝑹𝐓 =
𝑵𝐜𝐡
𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐬

⟨𝑵𝐜𝐡
𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐬⟩

▪ RT is the self-normalised charged-particle multiplicity

in the Transverse region and above the onset of the

plateau (5 < 𝑝T
leading

< 40 GeV/c )

▪ RT is a good experimental probe for MPI

» It is mostly insensitive to the initial hard scattering

» It can discriminate between UE-dominated (soft)

and jet-dominated (hard) events

low-UE

high-UE

Experimental setup and Analysis

▪ Reconstruction of light-flavour hadron tracks at the

ALICE detector is done mainly with the Time Projection

Chamber (TPC):

» Mid-rapidity |η| < 0.8, full azimuthal coverage

» Particle identification (PID) via specific ionisation energy loss

▪ PID is also improved using Time Of Flight (TOF) detector
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Conclusions
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Motivation

▪ Some features of heavy-ion collisions have surprisingly

been measured in pp and p-A collisions:

» elliptic flow, radial flow, strangeness enhancement

▪ These phenomena follow the same trends as a function 

of multiplicity regardless of the system size

▪ The driving factor behind the multiplicity are the

Multiple Partonic Interactions (MPI), which refer to

several semi-hard scattering processes occuring in the

same hadron-hadron collision

#MPI
"ee-like" "AA-like"

average pp ▪ Studying the particle production as a function of MPI

can elucidate the so far poorly understood

mechanisms in play, however, the number of MPI

cannot be accessed experimentally in a simple way

▪ Particle ratios – ratios of the yields of K, p, ϕ, and Ξ to the π yields – are 

measured in pp collisions at 𝑠 = 13 TeV as a function of RT for the Transverse

and the Toward region

» π, K, p are identified using the TPC and TOF from primary tracks

» ϕ is reconstructed in the ϕ → K
+

+ K
-

channel using the TPC and TOF

» Ξ is reconstructed as a cascade in the Ξ → π + Λ → π + p + π channel using the TPC

▪ Dominant systematic uncertainty sources: ϕ – PID (<7%), signal extraction (<5%);

Ξ – experimental bias (<4%), track pile-up rejection (<2%) 

TRANSVERSE TOWARD

▪ Charged kaons

▪ Protons

▪ Phi mesons

▪ Xi baryons

▪ In the Toward region:

» The ϕ and Ξ are enhanced with respect to pions as the RT increases

» The p/π ratio exhibits a radial flow-like behaviour

▪ In the Transverse region:

» The ϕ and Ξ show a weaker dependence on RT than in the Toward region

▪ In all cases, the particle ratios in the Toward region converge at high RT to the 

corresponding ones in the Transverse region

▪ Results for the Toward region suggest that the interplay between the soft (~UE) and 

hard (~jet) components of the event (which RT directly controls) could contribute to 

the observed flow and strangeness enhancement in small systems [2]

▪ These results appear to have strong discriminatory potential for theoretical models
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